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Communism

DarrellDobbs
Marquette University
The demise of Soviet communism invites a reappraisalof Socratic communism. Many readersbelieve that the institutions of Socrates' model city are antagonistic to genuine philosophy, that their
formulationis intentionally ironic, and that their significance is accordingly limited to the contribution they make to the disenchantmentof utopian thinking. I suggest, on the contrary,that the
vital nerve of Socratic communism "all saying mine and not mine at the same time" supports
an ethic of responsible detachment,which reorients one's approachto the whole of human affairs
in a mannerperfectly congenial to Socratic philosophy.

Satirists report that the world's largest congregation of Marxists now resides
in American universities. The jest is witty, for it is only reasonable to expect
that the demise of Soviet communism so far-reachingin its influence on global affairs should have some effect on mere professors of a political theory.
But precisely what effect is unclear. Might does not make right. The worldly
triumphof an ideology does not imply that it is a prescriptionfor the best political order. Such a triumphdoes not even establish one's superiorityto rivals
committed to the workings of "History"as the highest authority.Worldly success is, after all, notoriously transitory.So we cannot presume upon the future.
Our Marxist colleagues may have the last laugh.
The truth,as we may thus surmise, is unperturbedeven by the rise and fall of
empires. Yet, we mortals in our pursuit of truth cannot help but be affected by
our circumstances. In this sense, the influence of politics on philosophy is inescapable.The precise characterof this influence, dependingupon time andplace,
will vary. This variability places a premium upon discretion in the conduct of
philosophy. Discretion is required, above all, so that in pursuingtruthone does
nothing to subvert perfectly decent political or cultural arrangements,and so
that in rousing generous souls to inquiry one does nothing to aggravatethe condition of the narrow-minded.The exercise of such discretion is what distinguishes political philosophy, for as Leo Straussobserved, "political philosophy
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means primarilynot the philosophic treatmentof politics, but the political, or
popular,treatmentof philosophy, or the political introductionto philosophythe attempt to lead the qualified citizens, or rathertheir qualified sons, from
the political life to the philosophic life" (1959, 93-94).
Politicalphilosophythusunderstoodeschewsprolixity(Strauss1972, iii), though
there are times when it calls for anything but reticence. Strauss was
himself remarkablyforthcoming in his appraisalof the menace of Soviet communism. He maintainedthat "the modern Westernproject, which had provided
in its way against all earlier forms of evil, could not provide against [this] new
form in speech or in deed" (1964, 5).1 This strikingly outspoken judgment
was nevertheless perfectly discreet. By awakening his fellow citizens to the
unprecedentednature of the communist threat, Strausswas sounding an alarm
in defense of liberal democracy, surely the most decent of contemporarypolities if not the best regime simply. In the same circumstance, it could well
have been indiscreet of Strauss to have warmly welcomed proposals recommending the communization of property and family life proposals such as
those formulatedby Socratesin Book 5 of Plato'sRepublic which might alienate or otherwise reduce the political allegiance of liberal democrats or "their
qualified sons."
Strauss was not alone in recognizing the topical relevance and possible
scandal of Socrates' approvalof communism. Othersrespondedby disparaging
Plato's philosophy as a whole on grounds of its congeniality to totalitarianism
(see, for example, Popper1962, 86-89, 166-167). But this was to throwthe baby
out with the bathwater.As an alternative to such overreaction, Strauss pioneered a readingof Plato'sRepublicin which the dialogue'sendorsementof communismis construedas an instanceof Socraticirony.On the basis of this reading,
Plato could be reckoned an opponent rather than a flatterer of totalitarian
communism.

Therecan be little questionbut that Strauss'sreadingtodayprovidesthe benchmark against which any attempt to shed furtherlight on Socratic communism
must be evaluated. So it is fitting we begin our own study of this issue with a
brief overview of Strauss'sinterpretation.

Strauss on Socratic Communism
Like every pioneer, Straussbegan by treading in others' tracks. Like Cicero,
he saw the Republic as an account of political things ratherthan as a program
'I underscore "could not" because Strauss indicates in these words that it is a flaw within modernity itself, not the subsequent corruptionof an originally pristine enterprise,that is responsible
for this infirmity of liberal democracy.The architectsof modernity"provided. . . against all earlier
forms of evil"-presumably, the excesses of throne and altar by their uncompromisingrejection
of classical metaphysics. But this very rejection, once elaboratedand fully entered into the modern
consciousness, renders liberal democrats defenseless before the secular god of History.
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for political action (1953, 122; 1963, 41; 1964, 138).2 But Strauss'sreadingwas
more explicit, and it was presented in a mannerthat was especially well-suited
to the needs of his time. Straussheld that Plato reveals "betweenthe lines" both
the extravagantcost and the inevitable frustrationof the desire for political perfection, and thus concluded that the Republic "conveys the broadest and deepest analysis of political idealism ever made" (1964, 127). Strauss accordingly
offered at the surface of his own interpretationa "lesson in moderation,"which
he claimed to find at the core of Plato's Republic. Because a lesson in moderation is truly indispensableto any complete philosophical education (1959, 40),
it might appearthat subscriptionto Strauss'sironic renderingof Socratic communism is the precondition of taking Plato seriously.3 But surely we may be
permittedto ask if it really was Strauss'sintention in offering the ironic rendering of Socratic communism to teach moderation.Did he (and do we) even believe it possible to teach virtue in such a way? Or was it perhaps all along his
intention in offering this reading to foster a different, more reliably attainable,
disposition one that might serve as a popular substitute for the virtue of moderation? Could he, as a political philosopher, have intended this reading as a
means of fortifying a certain salutary complacency with respect to the institutions of liberal democracy?How, on the basis of Strauss'sown principles, might
such questions be answered?
Strauss famously held that there must be continuity between the surface and
the core of any great text, no matterhow artfullycomposed, because "the problem inherent in the surface of things, and only in the surface of things, is the
heart of things" (1958, 13). The generous-souled reader is led from the cave
of dogmatically held opinion to the life of philosophy by means of the "obtrusively enigmatic features"of a textual surface, features which Strauss further
describes as "awakeningstumblingblocks" (1952, 36). But the ironic interpretation of Plato's Republic sweeps away the rather substantial stumbling block
posed by Socrates' endorsement of communism. By construing Socratic communism as a rhetoricaldevice intendedto condemn the very things for which it
calls, this interpretationrenders unproblematicthe surface of Plato's text its
manifest approvalof the community of wives, children, and property.It renders
2On Strauss'sdebt to Cicero, see Nicgorski (1991, 235-6). For a vigorous, nonciceronianreading of the Republic, see Klosko (1981, 373-7; 1986, 176-80). Klosko rightly insists upon the seriousness of the political institutions featured in the Republic. Yet, I would maintain that one can
take these institutions seriously without supposing (with Klosko's Plato) that Socrates' piecemeal,
one-soul-at-a-time educational mission is "foredoomedto failure" (1981, 375-6). The political institutions of Book 5 may be pedagogically effective precisely as they are presented namely, as
elements in the mimetic representationof inter- and intra-personaldialogue quite apart from any
prospect of wholesale culturalreformation(see Euben 1990, 275-6, and Dobbs 1994a, 264-6).
For many, subscriptionto Strauss'sirony thesis representsthe beginning of wisdom in interpreting Plato's Republic. This common root nourishes a variety of blossoms. The most interesting developments include Rosen (1965, 460-4); Bloom (1968, 380-2, 405-8); Sallis (1975); Saxonhouse
(1978, 895-900); Nichols (1987, 99-123); Nendza (1988); Hyland (1988) and (1990); Benardete
(1989, 109-23); and Forde (1997).
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this surface unproblematicnot only for the most narrow-mindedor censorious
of Plato's readersbut also for their "qualified sons," who, after all, start out as
prisoners in the same liberal democraticcave (Bloom 1977, 329). Thus, such a
pacification of Socrates' controversialpolitical proposals cannot help but disrupt the continuity that exists in a great book between the problematictextual
surface and "the heart of things." So, by Strauss's own accounting, the ironic
interpretationof Plato'sRepublic if it were takenwholly seriously would constitute a philosophical dead-end.
But is it necessary that we take this interpretationso seriously? Minds of a
peculiarlyhumorless stampmight resist the suggestion, but it would appearthat
Strauss'sinterpretation
of Socraticcommunismwas nevermeantto be takenwholly
seriously.This assessment follows necessarily from the privileged status within
Strauss'swritings that is occupied by his striking statementconcerning the significance of perplexity in textual surfaces, which I have quoted above: namely,
that "the problem inherent in the surface of things, and only in the surface of
things, is the heart of things." Minds too much given to levity might suggest
that in making this statementStrausswas perhapsbeing ironic. Benardete,however, is surely right: He indicates the preeminent authority of this statementby
describing it as the master's"golden sentence" (1978, 1). Indeed, Strauss'sdeclarationof the significance of perplexity in textual surfaces is a veritableNorth
Star in the cosmos of his writings; the bearing of other sentences in Strauss is
to be construed in relation to this declaration, not vice versa. Now, if indeed
"theproblem inherentin the surface of things, and only in the surface of things,
is the heart of things,"it follows that unproblematicsurfaces have no depth.As
we have seen, Strauss'sironic reading renders unproblematic to his audience
of liberal democrats the surface of the importantpassages in which Socratic
communism figures. But "lack of depth"is surely an untenable,and even ridiculous, finding in the case of any Platonic writing. One might reasonablyinfer,
then, that Strauss did not intend to present the ironic reading of Socratic communism as his own deepest insight into Plato's Republic.
Strauss did not leave it to us merely to guess at the general characterof his
own insight into the significance of Socrates' political institutions. On several
occasions he stresses the pedagogical importanceof these institutions. He observes, for example, that "the superiorityof communism to non-communism"
is not asserted in orderto affirm its opposite, but is instead "intelligible only as
a reflection of the superiority of philosophy to non-philosophy"(1964, 115).
Strauss'sterm "reflection" is especially telling, for it is above all through images in Plato that the learning soul finds her way to true being (see Klein 1965,
117-125; Brann 1967, 36). Similarly, Straussjudges that while the gods in the
Republic are at best a faint image of the famous Platonic ideas or eidW,those
"who have come to accept [the model city's] theology are best preparedfor accepting the doctrine of ideas" (1964, 121). Finally, he admits "as a matter of
fact" that "the Republic never abandonsthe fiction that [Socrates' model city]
is possible" (1964, 129). Now, the Republic never abandons this fiction be-
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cause the affirmation of the possibility of Socrates' model city or one governed in a manner as near to it as possible is the naturalconsequence of the
interlocutors'insight into the goodness of its underlying constitution. By denigrating this goodness, even on the seemingly moderatebasis of concern for the
sacrifices it demands, others forsake this insight and renounce the very means
Plato provides for progress in philosophy.
For his own part, Glaucon-the young man who is Socrates' principal interlocutor in the passages in question only grows more receptive to the goodness of this polity as the conversationunfolds. Nor does Socratesever encourage
in him anythinglike the ironic stance now so common among studentsof Plato.
On the contrary,Socrates informs Glaucon (and all others who are listening)
that they will have to run the risk of appearingridiculous in order to carry on
the inquiry (445a5-b8, 450dlO-451a2, 452b6-c3, 473c6-9).4 For this purpose
Glaucon is especially well-suited. Socrates finds him, in particular,to be "superlatively courageous always and in relation to everything" (357a2-3). Although the majority of people, lacking Glaucon's spirit, would scale back their
expectations of justice upon discovering the high price it demands, Glaucon
accepts and even welcomes the high price of justice precisely as corroboration
of its desirability.The demanding life of a civic guardiandoes not in the least
disenchant or "moderate"his enthusiasm for the model city (466c4-d9). The
multitude's diffidence and disenchantmentare not for him, or for those comparatively rare (but terribly significant) human beings like him. On the contrary, it is precisely Glaucon's enthusiasm for the model city that moves him
to join Socrates in the tracks of the true philosophers (471el-5, 474a5-c7).
By virtue of his participation in this search for true philosophers a search
that is itself a philosophical pursuit Glaucon impresses Socrates as one of
the rare human beings of that kind (n.b. 475e3-476d7). Properly understood,
then, Plato's dramaticcharacterizationof Glaucon testifies to the pedagogical
continuity that exists between the endorsementof communism and the practice
of a Socratic love of wisdom. I would suggest, then, that "the problem inherent
in the surface" of the Republic is nothing less than the problem of accounting
for this surprising continuity between Socratic communism and Socratic
philosophy.
4Platonic citations in this essay are to the Platonis Opera (Oxford, 1900-1907), and provide the
conventional Stephanus divisions of page, section, and line. Unless indicated otherwise, all references are to the Republic. The translationsare my own.
5Though Forde (1997) does not address himself to Glaucon's situation, he rightly notes that the
communizationof family life "will be repugnantto most humanbeings," and yet "mustbe seen as
a necessary consequence" of Socrates' views on sexual equality (1997, 665, 668). He goes on to
read Book 5 as a cautionarytale, whose "effect in practice is to dampen utopian impulses" (1997,
668). Fordethus succeeds in reformulatingStrauss'sthesis for a generationno longer given to laughter at the idea of sexual equality a generation for whom diffidence (that is, anxiety concerning
the ability to keep what one possesses), ratherthan a sense of shame or fear of disgrace, must supply the motive for utopian disillusionment.
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of Glaucon,many
Yet,despitethe testimonyof Plato'sdramaticcharacterization
scholars particularlythose who suppose themselves to be following Strauss's
lead still maintainthat the institutions of Socrates' model city are fundamentally antagonistic to the practice of genuine philosophy, that their formulation
is intentionally ironic, and that their significance is accordingly limited to the
contributionthey make to the disenchantmentof utopianthinking. Such a stance
was a matter of discretion during the Cold War, when even so much as an
academic appreciationof Socratic communism might cause unnecessary scandal. But the Cold War is over; we no longer carry the same burdens as our elders. Naturally,this does not diminish the fact that other challenges now press
with greater urgency.We may well be reminded that the triumphof the liberal
species of the modern Western project is inherently unstable, that its victory
over totalitarianismis ultimately unsustainableapart from the bracing lessons
implicit in our own classical and medieval traditions.But this featureof our current situation simply indicates that a concern for social responsibility now accents ratherthan mutes the endeavorto make Plato understood.It is in this spirit
that I shall try to indicate, with perfect candor, the contribution of
Socratic communism to genuine philosophy. I hope to do this by showing how
the vital nerve of Socratic communism "all saying mine and not mine at the
same time"-supports an ethic of responsible detachment, which reorients
one's approachto the whole of human affairs in a manner perfectly congenial
to Socratic philosophy.
Socrates, for his own part, is not one to discount the difficulty inherent in
any claim of pedagogical continuity between support for the institutions of his
model city and the genuinepracticeof philosophy.He formulatesthis difficultyand, as I shall argue,preparesfor its resolution in his wonderfullyfruitful and
yet undeniablyperplexing image of the philosophical dog. Any furtherunderstandingof the significance of Socratic communismmust have its source, then,
in the elaborationof this image.

Canine Philosophy and Socrates' Endorsement
of Communism
As part of his initial outline of the model political community, Socrates observes that "as regardsthe possession of women, marriages, and generationof
offspring:all thingsneed to be arrangedin accordwith the proverb'friendsshare"'
(423e5-424a2). Mindful of the difficulties this suggestion entails, he proceeds
without furtherelaborationto the discussion of other subjects. But his interlocutors eventually force him back to the issue and challenge him to detail the specific character of the sharing in force among his civic guardians (449a7451c3). In response,Socratesrecallsthatthe model city's guardians,thoughhuman
beings, had been reckoned guardiansof a herd-watchdogs, as it were. So he
proposes to provide them with a birth and rearing correspondingto that premise and then to consider "whetherit suits us or not" (451 c4-d4).
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This watchdog analogy holds a noble pedigree in Socrates' model city. At
the outset, Glaucon finds Socrates' city better suited to swine than to human
beings (362d4-5). Socrates points out that the characteristicallyhuman refinements, whose inclusion Glaucon demands, could be provided by adding specialists in the martial arts to the city's complement of craftsmen. But when he
and Glaucon resolve upon this addition and attemptto identify the naturalaptitudes relevant to guarding a city, they quickly find themselves at an impasse
(&JrooiovFv, 375cl 1-d4). Civic guardiansneed the capacity to be both gentle
(when dealing with their countrymen)and fiercely spirited (when dealing with
the city's enemies). It seems impossible for powers so opposite to one another
to inhere in the same nature until Socrates observes that the necessary combination does exist and may be found in a dog. Socrates locates the key to a
dog's remarkableharmonization of ferocity and gentleness in the peculiarly
canine manner of distinguishing friend and foe. Regardless of the consideration or the abuse to which it may be subjected, a dog distinguishes its friends
and foes solely on the basis of knowledge. Friends are those it knows, even if
they do all manner of harm to the dog. Foes are those it does not know, even
if they should praise the dog and treat it with all manner of kindness. Hence,
the dog may be said to be affected more by knowledge than by utility, pleasure, or honor. Socrates accordingly identifies the love of knowledge as the
dog's ruling passion and pronouncesthis featureof the canine naturetruly philosophical (376al -b
1l).
Of course, in saying that the dog is truly philosophical, Socrates is not saying that the dog is wholly or adequatelyphilosophical. Nevertheless, Socrates'
notion of canine philosophy blazes the trail along which a more fully adequate
conception of philosophymay be discovered.By welcoming the unfamiliaranalogy between dogs and humanguardians,Glaucon undertakesthe exercise of his
own distinctivelyhumanmind. Werehe like many sentimentalhumanists,Glaucon might have takenoffense at the very notion of a philosophicaldog and barked
at Socrates'unfamiliarallusion. But such a response serves only to confirm one's
own doggishness; it would do nothing to substantiate,much less to mobilize,
one's capacityfor somethingmore than caninephilosophy.In fact, Glauconheeds
Socrates' advice and follows the canine analogy to its limits. We, too, may follow along, if only to discover ultimately whether the analogy "suits us or not."
For it is at the limits of this analogy, and only at its limits, that we may hope to
catch a glimpse of the distinctively human soul.
Now, the canine analogy implies that female and male guardiansmust train
and work in common, as watchdogs (451 e6-8). The practice of sexual equality,
self-evidently just to us today, is painstakinglydefended by Socrates. His argument uncovers a difficulty that we, in our complacency,might not perceive. On
Socrates' account, it is impossible to reconcile sexual equality with family life
as we know it. Yet, in justice, the best of the city's females must take their place
in the gymnasium and on the battlefield beside the male guardians.Under such
circumstances,there is bound to be "mingling."Celibacy is out of the question,
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as it would deprive the city of its best chance at high-quality offspring. Yet,
promiscuity is simply intolerable to anyone concerned for the good order or
happiness of the political community (458d8-el). So there really is no
alternative-once women have been included in the ranks of the guardiansbut to consider how to orchestratethe guardians'sexual activities in a manner
suitableto their occupation.Socratesaccordinglyproposes that "all these women
shall belong to all the men in common, and none is to cohabit with any privately. The children must also be common, and no parent is to know which
offspring is his own, nor any child his parent"(457c10-d3). Socrates can account for the practical implications of his proposal, strikingly unconventional
as they may be, by means of the simple observation that they are merely what
is appropriate(AQFTA tyeQ,460d6-8) to the characterand circumstancesof civic
guardians.
Nevertheless, Socrates finds that he must whet Glaucon's enthusiasm for familial communism before undertakingthe more problematic task of discovering the way to achieve it (458al-7). There must be a will before one bothers to
search for a way. At minimum, Socrates must offer Glaucon some indication of
the essential nature of the communism he has in mind. It would be most helpful if this naturewere to manifest a goodness Glaucon could appreciate.Socrates accordinglysets out to reveal the natureof his communismprecisely in light
of its goodness (see 509b6-10). To indicate the goodness of familial communism, Socrates first calls attentionto the terrible harm caused by civic disintegrationand the great good achieved by whateverbinds the city together(461e5462b3). Sharingin pleasureandpain as when all, or as many citizens as possible,
rejoice and grieve alike at the same experiences certainly binds a city together. Civic disintegration,by contrast,results from the privatization(6L'WGLg,
462b8) of such things. By idi6sis, Socrates means something amiss in the order
of one's attachments, an inappropriatelynarrow or exclusive relationship toward what is one's own. He explains that this disorder"arises when citizens do
not give voice at the same time to expressions of this sort: mine and not mine;
and when they do not give voice concerning what is someone else's in the same
way" (462c3-5).6 This, then, is what threatensall that is politically wholesome.
But how does familial communism make headway against this problem?
To answer this question, we must pay close attention, for Socrates' formulation of his proposal is not without equivocation-as Aristotle was the first to
note (Politics 1261bl6-32; see Dobbs 1985). "All saying mine" can be understood in two ways. One possibility (the way Socrates is most likely to be inter-

6Socrates explains that by "expressions of this sort" he means not only mine but also not mine
(Tu6Te F[Ov Xcai 10 ocx Fo6v,462c4-5). Of course, anythingthatbelongs to anothercan be said to be

"not mine." So the expression "notmine" subsumesthe merely expressive usage of the term "someone else's" (TOf) &XXoUTov,462c5). For this reason I read TOoi XXoCUeov
not as another chant
Socrates' guardiansare to voice in common as the translatorscommonly construe it but instead
as anotherthing about which the guardiansare to chant.
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preted, Aristotle predicts) is that all will say "mine"but really mean "ours."But
such an utterance, as Aristotle observes, does nothing to enhance civic concord."Ours"lacks the reminderof personalresponsibilitythatis presentin "mine."
Systematically substitutingthe former locution for the latter invites a combination of personal neglect and collective selfishness, which only aggravatescivic
fractionalization.
The otherpossibility whichAristotlehimself indicatesis "more
what Socratesintends"([tdkkov o lOvrXeTUL. . . 6? 0XQ6Tqg, 1261b21-22) is
that all will say mine and each will mean just what he or she says: "mine."But
is it in the natureof any collective, as such, to utter so singulara claim of ownership?This seems, as Aristotle said, to be an impossibility.Moreover,we should
recall thatthe word "mine,"spoken absolutely,implies privacy;so we are brought
aroundagain to the very danger Socrates began by warning against. It follows
that some qualification is necessary if this utterance is truly to manifest, and
not simply to come closer to, what Socrates intends.7
Now, the two interpretationsthat Aristotle criticizes share in addition to an
admitted failure to get to the heart of Socrates' intention an unexamined assumption. Both assume that the referents of "mine" and "not mine" must be
distinct. But is this necessary? Perhaps no such distinction is required.Then
we would surmise that Socrates intends all his guardiansto deem precisely the
same person say, a fellow guardian "mine and not mine."A particularguardian might then say: "This woman, with whom I have been coupled by the city's
rulers, is both mine and not mine." Speaking in this way, a young man is reminded that his spouse is his but not only his. In fact, she is not his in the sense
that there are many dimensions of her personality and of her very essence and
naturaldestiny that rightly govern, ratherthan are governed by, his espousing
her.This "notmine"thereforequalifies the otherwiseabsolute"mine."It is something one must acknowledge if he is to espouse his mate without privatizing
her, that is, without treating her as if she were simply his property to use and
abuse according to his own private whim. By acknowledging that his mate is
"both mine and not mine" in this way, the guardianfosters an aversion to idi6sis and establishes an ethos conducive to the common good of the civic community as a whole.
Socrates' description of the genesis of idi6sis lends further support to this
interpretation."The problem arises," he suggests, "when citizens do not give
voice at the same time to expressions of this sort: mine and not mine; and when
they do not give voice concerning what is someone else's in the same way"
'In his valuable commentaryon Book 5, Halliwell (1993) recognizes the paradoxof all collectively saying "mine."But he appears not to credit Aristotle's criticism of this collectivist interpre-

tation of Socrates' dictum, or even to note Aristotle's indication that this interpretationmistakes
Socrates' intention, for he holds that it would have been apter of Socrates "to stress the desirability
of reducing the use of 'mine' to a minimum . . . and making the use of 'our(s)' the norm" (1993,
172). Yet, it seems to me that Aristotle is right. By methodically substituting"ours"for "mine,"one
formulates perhaps as potent a prescription for private alienation as can be imagined. In no way
can this be construed as promoting concord or civic integrity.
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(462c3-5). Now we must note carefully that there are two components to this
thought. In the first, Socrates expressly states what is to be said, namely, "expressions of this sort: mine and not mine," even though he does not identify
what it is that is to be described in this way. Then, in the second, he reverses
this pattern. Here Socrates identifies his referent; it is that which is someone
else's (Woi5&XXotQLov,462c5). But he does not express what is to be said of it.
Because the second componentof the thoughtrefers to "whatis someone else's,"
we may infer (from the overall symmetry of the construction)that the first refers to what is one's own. Moreover,because the first speaks of "mine and not
mine," the expressions necessary to fill out the second must be construed (by
virtue of the same pattern)as "yoursand not yours,""his and not his," or "hers
and not hers." Once we have identified these expressions as belonging to the
intentionof the second component,we can see that Socrates is not talking about
two different sets of things but about one's own things, when, in the first component, he finds fault with us for not saying "mine and not mine." Socrates, in
other words, is not invoking some ghostly volonte generate, which on behalf of
society would declare certain things "ours"and other things "not ours."On the
contrary,his intent is to reform the particulardisposition of each guardiantoward one and the same thing. Each guardianwould then deem whateveris nearest and dearest"not only mine but also not mine." Only thus can Socrates claim
that "thatcity is and will be arrangedbest in which most say this in the same
way of the same thing (EcLTo CV16): mineandnot mine"(462c7-8).
Socrates likens this good arrangementof a city to the disposition of a single
humanbeing. It is clear that in doing so he is not reversing the direction of the
analogy that inauguratedhis discussion of the model city, for the soul and especially the operationof justice and injustice in it-remains suitablyobscure in
this passage. Instead, what Socrates offers is an account of the integrity of our
personal experience of the material world. Underlying the possibility of such
experience, Socrates shows, is a rule like the rule he would enforce among his
guardians.To illustratethe operationof this rule, Socrates describes what happens "when a finger of ours is struck a blow."In such a case, he explains, "the
entire community the one stretchedthroughoutthe body towardthe soul and
coordinatedinto a single arrangementunder its ruler is not only awarethat a
fragmentis wounded, at the same time it all suffers together as a whole. And it
is in just this way that we say that one of us (6 0CCv0Qo Og), in respect of his

finger, suffers pain" (462c1 1-d5).
We must pay close attentionto Socrates' description, for then we may appreciate how he illuminates the integral wholeness of a human being in light of
one's experience of pain as something "both mine and not mine." Above all,
we must keep in mind that the integrity of a human being is something to be
established ratherthan assumed. Socrates thus observes that one is aware of a
"wounded fragment" (fijQOr . .. teQOV' Tmovcuvog, 462dl). This "fragment" is not assumed to be one's own, and so its pain if such awarenessof it
could ever be isolated would not be felt as one's own. One would simply say
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of it that it is someone else's, that it is "not mine."This is our typical response
upon becoming aware of the suffering of strangers.But in "the community that
is stretchedthroughoutthe body towardthe soul,"there are no strangers.Thanks
to the operation of its ruling element, the experience of pain is never isolated.
For its rule ensures not only that the community is aware of the wounded fragment but also that it all suffers along at the same time as a whole (ciOTo6 TE
%X(I nuCT~

[1FAcwvV

yfYv

EQovg

moviacvT0

Ohm, 462dl-2).8

Remark-

ably, it is the simultaneityof these divergenttendencies that enables one to perceive that it is precisely a part of himself neither an alien fragmentnor some
undifferentiated"self" no greater than that of which it is composed-that has
been wounded. Hence, Socrates indicates that the meros or fragmentcomes to
be recognized as a genuine member:namely, a finger (tOv 6&XTVXov, 462d3).
So we can, at last, say that one of us (o 0`vOQorro;, 462d2), in respect of his
finger, suffers pain. The humanbeing thus turns out to be neithera pile of spare
parts nor a homogeneous lump but, rather,a diversified whole. The wholeness
of an anthropos emerges, accordingto this analysis, only as a result of its common suffering with what had been taken to be a mere fragment.9This wholeness cannot be taken for granted.It is the achievementof a ruling element (of'o
462c12), which ordains that the pain of the blow be experienced
CCQXoVtOg,
simultaneously as mine and not mine. What would otherwise remain isolated
as the exclusive propertyof a mere fragmentis thus made common. It all happens so naturallythat we tend to take it for granted. But, as Socrates indicates,
we cannot take it for granted if we are to discern the ruling element's contribution, via the communism of sensitivity, to human integrity.The rule governing this communization ensures that the pain will be "common property."But
more important than the common character of this pain is the promotion of
genuine fellowship among the several bodily members and the soul, which
this rule brings about. This fellowship integrates bodily fragments and establishes a diversified whole. Integrity-as distinguished from mere uniformityis what emerges. The ruling element, mandatingthis communization,animates
the body.
Just as the ruling element in man dictates a form of communism that facilitates the integral wholeness of the human being, so too the rulers of Socrates'
model city ordain a scheme of communism intended to combat civic discord
and to integratethe city. The vital nerve of Socraticcommunismconsists in each
guardian'srecognizingwhat touches himself most closely as something"notonly
mine but also not mine." If all, or most, of the guardiansdo this "at the same

'The formulation "te ... kai hama," which Socrates employs here, is used throughoutthe Republic to indicate the pairing of things that could well be regardedas irreconcilable.The discovery
of such a pairing, Socrates says, naturallyawakensdialectical thought (524e2-5). Any such pairing
deserves the closest attention (see, for example, Dobbs 1994b, 669, 681).
9Note the location of obT at the end of its clause in 462d2 and compare mdoctoearlier in the
same clause.
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time,"the city will be arrangedbest. All the details Socratesprovides of his proposal for communism cultivate this arrangement.Having disclosed his pattern
of integralwholeness, Socrates can now turn to the considerationof these communistic details to determinewhether "our city" or some other conforms more
closely to this model of integrity (462e4-6). With good reason, he and Glaucon
find in favor of their city. The rulers of this city, like the ruler Socrates identifies within the human being, supervise a communizationthat produces integrity,not uniformity.Above all, Socraticcommunismnurturesa spiritof stewardship
without excessive attachmentto one's own. This spirit of responsible detachment promotes concord, whereas the rigid separationof mine and thine, so typical of other cities, promotes faction and civil strife.
This finding enables Socrates to address a question concerning the personal
happiness of his guardians(465e4-466a6, 419al-421c7). Socrates is now able
to declare that his guardianslive a life even happierthan the storied existence
of Olympic victors. Indeed, it would be foolish for anyone living such a life
to do anything inconsistent with his or her being a true guardian, even if it
were possible thereby to gain everything in the city. Socrates thus joins the
"trulywise Hesiod" in observing that "half is more somehow than all" (466c23). Because "half" measures and so is an integral part of the whole, we understandSocratesto be indicatingthatwhile the guardians'life undercommunism
is not the absolute summit of human happiness, it is wholly commensurate
with and integral to this summit; even taken by itself, the guardians' life is
more choiceworthy than a life embracing all the fragments of human happiness (see Dobbs 1994a, 268, 276). Socrates' egalitarian man may be said to
live a life of the latter kind (561c6-e8). But that life is not integrable with the
happiest human life in the sense that the egalitarian man "cannot get there
from here."To make furtherprogress toward human happiness, the egalitarian
man would first have to be willing to become a Socratic guardian.Egalitarian
man might balk, but Glaucon is moved by Socrates' arguments to join in
endorsing communism. The interlocutorsagree that "women in communal fellowship with men who, like dogs ... have their education,children,and guardianship in common do best and act neithercontraryto the natureof the female
in comparison to the male nor to their natural partnershipwith one another"
(466c6-d5).
Having convinced Glaucon of the goodness of this community, Socrates can
proceed to consider its possibility. What he does instead is to raise a question
concerning the guardians'conduct of warfare (466el-4). This may seem puzzling. But perhapswe are to rememberthat war is a "timethat tries men's souls,"
for it is in Socrates' "digression"on the guardians'conduct of warfarethat we
discover the critical limitation of his canine analogy. Once this limitation is
grasped, we shall gain a glimpse of the distinctively human soul. The attainment of this limited but critical insight will provide importanttestimony of the
pedagogical continuitybetween the model city's practice of communismand the
genuine pursuit of philosophy.
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Warfare, Socratic Communism, and the
Opening to Genuine Philosophy
In all that relates to war, male and female guardians will share and share
alike. This clearly comprehendsthe guardians'training in music and gymnastics. But Socrates introduces a new element to the guardians' apprenticeship.
Observation a theoreticaldimension, so to speak is now acknowledgedto be
a critical part of their training (466e4-467a5, 467cl-e7). While they are themselves still quite young, the future guardiansmust be made spectators of war
(OwcQOV5 mOXkiov, 467c5-6).

They must be brought within viewing distance

of battle and so into harm'sway. The risk is considerable,not only to them but
also to the city itself should they be lost (467b2-4). So, for the sake of the city,
these youths must be made secure in their theoretical activities. Socrates accordingly proposes that over these youths there be set certain rulers, top-grade
ones at that, to serve as leaders and teachers (467d5-7; cf. 540b5-6). These
rulers (OCQXoVTOg,467d5) the only persons thus described in the entire passage on war-will serve the city, not as field officers in its military campaigns
or as administrativehierarchy,but ratheras the pedagogues of its most promising youths. As long as the partnershipbetween the best youngsters and these
rulers is maintained, Socrates notes, even the destruction of the army will not
prove fatal to the city (467e6-7; see also 540e5-541b1). For this partnershipto
prosper,though, the youngstersmust be appropriately"winged."As soon as they
are able to ride, they must be mounted upon steeds specially selected for the
purpose. These beasts must be exceptionally swift and docile without being either spirited or belligerent (467e2-5). Evidently, something more than bestial
spirit is required if the city's youth are to bear up to the combined burden of
civic preservationand a suitably theoretical education. The interlocutors'subsequent survey of the model city at war will confirm this suggestion, further
expose the limits of canine spiritedness, and reveal the need for a distinctively
human spirit. Inasmuch as this distinctively human spirit turns out to be a political necessity, it will provide a political foothold for genuinely Socratic
philosophy.
The interlocutors' survey of warfare is twofold, corresponding to the soldiers' dispositiontowardthemselves and towardtheir opponents(468al-2). First,
the interlocutorsdeterminethat the soldiers exhibit solidarity with one another,
but not simply because of familiarityor kinship. Then they determinethat these
same soldiers practice severity toward foreigners, not always and everywhere,
but allow this severity to dissipate in considerationof the prospect of reconciliation. Thus, Socrates and Glaucon find that their soldiers behave in something
other than a simply canine manner,notwithstandingthe governing metaphorof
their recruitmentand organization.
Socrates and Glaucon begin by noting that any of the soldiers who, through
his own fault, has abandonedhis post or thrown away his arms shall be broken
from the ranks.Anyone, by the same token, who is capturedshall be given as a
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prize to his captors. On the other hand, whoever is deemed bravest shall be
crownedand congratulatedand kissed by each of his comrades(468a5-bl 1, see
also 403b4-c3). Glaucon ventures an addendumto this dispensation: He proposes that while the soldiers are on this campaign no one whom the prizewinner wishes to kiss shall be permitted to refuse, so if someone happens to
be in love with another,male or female, "he may be more spirited in relation
I AQAg 10 I9Qt(-l
to bearing the prize of excellence" (mTQO0VOITCQOg
( 6QCLV, 468c2-4). Socrates accepts this addendum,a similar incentive-and an
even greaterinroadagainst sexual autonomy-being alreadyimplicit in the city's
marriageregulations, and because it is only right to rewardthe good in such a
manneras to provide honor and at the same time to foster an increase in excellence (468c10-d7). But he also stipulates, and Glaucon concurs, that these rewards(includingthe kisses, which "we werejust mentioning")shall be conferred
at, and so confined to, such public occasions as the periodic celebrationof sacrifices (468d7-e3).10
What is more, Socrates and Glaucon detect not so much as a hint of fraternal
complaint in response to their orderto leave the soldiers' brethrenunransomed.
Neither do they contriveany deception (noble or otherwise) to reconcile the soldiers to someone else's selection as the recipientof military honors and the privilege of kissing.The soldiersof the model city neitherbegrudgeothersthe rewards
of their excellence nor complain when those closest to them suffer the consequences of their depravity.Evidently, their reactions are determinedby something greater and more complex than kinship or familiarity.Theirs is a higher
caliber of solidarity.They are bound by a common good thattranscendsthe most
familiar. How has this come about?
The practiceof Socraticcommunism,as describedabove, accomplishessomething truly wonderful,for it fosters solidaritywithout reducingthe good to what
is simply familiar or one's own. As we have already noted, Socrates' soldiers
cultivate a spirit of responsible detachmentby deeming their nearest and dearest "bothmine and not mine."These soldiers are by no means indifferentto the
other members of their tribe. But, because they have not privatized their relationships, they are not so attachedto their brethrenas to be unable to recognize
that kinship does not necessarily make someone good. The common civic good
can be perceived as something transcendingthe merely familiar.This most elementary detachment from one's own is absolutely necessary if the distinction
between good and bad is ever to be acknowledged as something fundamentally
independentfrom-that is, in no way reducible to-the distinction between the
familiar and the unfamiliar.Indeed, the dangerposed by privatizationor idi6sis
is precisely that it collapses the difference between one's own and the good.
"Hence, this provision in no way promulgates "rape as a right" (pace Benardete 1989, 121).
Benardete'sreading is typically quite insightful.Yet, it appearshere that embracingthe satirical interpretationof Socrates' model city can induce, in even a careful commentator,a tendency to ridicule quite at odds with Plato's text.
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The resulting excess of attachmentarrestshuman developmentat a level of bestiality. But men and women who, like Socrates' soldiers, can perceive a difference between what is good and what is most familiarmust be distinguishedfrom
dogs-even from "philosophical dogs." It is, after all, in the nature of a dog to
be blindly loyal towardthose who are known or familiar,and to be just as blindly
hostile towardthose who are unfamiliaror unknown. In either case, the dog is
utterlyoblivious to the possibility of the good being anythingdifferentfrom the
familiar (375el-4, 376a5-7). So the canine spirit of attachmentprevents a dog
from ever coming to know the difference between good and bad. The dog's love
of knowledge is therefore radically incomplete. It loves what is known, but not
all that is knowable.The soldiers of Socrates'model city are different.They embody a distinctively human spirit, upholding a conception of what is best rather
than merely rationalizing and defending their own. This is the spirit needed to
be a lover of the knowableas opposed to merely a lover of the known.This spirit
is what separates canine and genuine philosophers and makes the discovery of
the independentgood the good itself a possibility. Yet, it is a spirit fostered
by Socratic communism,the very political institution Socrates and Glaucon endorse in pursuanceof the canine analogy.
One might observe that the good that Socrates' soldiers elevate above the familiar comprises only the good of their own city, that their "good" is simply an
expression of collective selfishness and is still beholden to what is their own.
Yet, it is surely significant that Plato presents this elevation as taking place outside the city, while the soldiers are on campaign.Figurativelyspeaking, it would
appearthat the good in question is not simply a good confined to their own city.
This, of course, requires elaboration.To track this indication of an independent
good furthertowardits source, Socrates considers the soldiers' conduct toward
outsiders specifically,towardtheir opponents.Joining Socrates,Glauconagrees
that "on the whole and in every respect, sparingmatters"(469c3). SparingGrecian captives the indignity of enslavement matters, in particular,Glaucon explains, because such a policy would help to alleviate the internecineanimosities
of the Greeks and thus allow them to pay more attentionto the threatposed by
the Persians and other barbarians.Such panhellenism represents a good transcending the model city, even if it does not yet extend to absolute universality.
But there is more. Glaucon furtheragrees that permittingthe corpses of an enemy to be plunderedor abused is incompatiblewith propermilitary discipline.
Indeed, Socrates condemns it as effeminateto treat the inanimate and defenseless remains of an enemy as if they constituted a worthy opponent. This condemnation is not meant to reflect badly upon the females whom he has recruited into the guardian class. On the contrary,the charge of effeminacy is
designed to discredit fundamentallyany machismo informed by admirationfor
that paradigmaticGrecianhero and celebratedabuser of an enemy's corpse, the
bestially spiritedAchilles. Socrates disparagessuch conduct as fit only for dogs,
who are wont to "go on snarling at stones thrownat them even after the thrower
has slippedaway"(469d9-e2). Socratesthus leaves no doubtthatwe have reached
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the limits of the canine analogy. Dogs are excessively attached to their own
hostility. But the soldiers of the model city must be more discriminatingand, at
the same time, more gentle. This requirementmarksa significant departurefrom
bestial spirit, but precisely insofar as it is a departure,we may expect it to be
launched from a point of commonality. So when Socrates decrees that his soldiers are not to offer up any capturedarms in the temples of the gods, he notes
that the prohibition applies especially to the arms of other Greeks (469e7-8).
Similarly,he initially expresses concern lest the farms and fixtures of Grecian
opponents be ravaged;but in the final, legal formulationof his prohibition,he
makes no such specification. Socrates' final word is that true guardiansdo not
ravage land or burn houses, period (47 1b9-c2).
Socrates thus expects the soldiers of the model city to live up to this gentler
code of warfare, in the first instance simply on grounds that other Greeks are
akin. He contends that hostilities between fellow Greeks must be distinguished
from hostilities between Greeks and barbarians(470b4-c3).11 Glaucon agrees
and takes the remarkablestep of embracing Sparta,Athens' mortal foe against
whom he has personally fought (see 368al5). Moreover,he proposes an analogy, suggesting that "our soldiers treat barbariansas Greeks now treat other
Greeks"(471b6-8). This analogy anticipatesthe extension of Socrates' gentler
code of warfarebeyond a mere panhellenism, for if other Greeks can come to
be embracedas one's own, and barbariansare to be treated as Greeks are now,
what is there to prevent barbariansfrom eventually being similarly embraced?
Indeed, as we have seen, Socrates' legislation ultimately constrains the soldiers' conduct with respect to all opponents (471b9-c3). For Glaucon, as for
the soldiers of his model city, then, "otherGreeks"supply the necessary bridge
beyond blind patriotismor tribalismprecisely because they have a foot in both
camps: "OtherGreeks" are both mine and not mine. The soldiers of the model
city are thus oriented in their foreign relations by the same ethic of responsible
detachmentoriginally inculcated in them by Socratic communism.As nurslings
of Socratic communism, these soldiers-quite unlike watchdogs-are prepared
to welcome the unfamiliargood. This openness transformsand humanizestheir
spirit.

"Plato's Eleatic Strangerrejects the division of mankind into Greeks and barbariansas noneidetic, on grounds that barbarian is a mere catch-all for the unrelatedleftovers of mankind once
one has culled out the Greeks (Statesman 262c8-263al). But one might well endorse this division
in view of the balance of spiritedness and intellect necessary to sustain the practice of selfgovernment.Aristotle, for example, distinguishes Greeks from barbariansof all stripes precisely on
grounds of their unique purchase upon this balance (Politics 1327bl8-1328al6). This division is
eidetic in that it focuses the mind on the one factor (namely, the sound condition of the human
soul) apartfrom which any universal concept of mankindwould prove to be merely nominal rather
than real. There is no reason to assume that Socrates does not intend his distinction between war
and faction to be taken seriously simply because it does not conform to the precepts of the Stranger
from Elea.
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Inasmuchas it is Glaucon's analogy that foreshadows this triumphover tribalism, we may surmise that a similartransformationis concurrentlytakingplace
in the lad's own spirit. This surmise is corroboratedby Glaucon's sudden and
surprising announcementthat he has had enough of war (471c4-e5). Though
his interest is no longer captivatedby Socrates' war stories, he remains as spirited as ever in his pursuitof what does interest him (472al-2). Glaucon is able
to see that all good things many of which have not even been discussedwould exist for a city governedin this way (m10CVT'&CVChl dyxoc ....O'QC, 471 c8d7). But he is not interestedin dwelling on this. Instead, he calls on Socrates to
join him in saying goodbye to this plethora of goods in order "to attemptright

now to persuadeourselvesthatthis one itself (rOTrO

fcfkr,

471e3) is possible

and in what way it is possible." "This one itself" refers to the civic genesis of
the constitutionalorder,the politeia, which Socrates has describedthus far only
in speech. Glaucon clearly considers the genesis of this politeia to be the one
great foundationalgood underlyingthe multitude of goods he sees. Though he
does not numberthe genesis of this politeia among the goods he sees, Glaucon
is preparedto say goodbye (XcLQeLVKiev, 471e5) to all that is most familiar
in order to pursue this foundationalgood. Unlike a dog whose spirited "love
of knowledge" causes it to bark at the unfamiliar Glaucon proves to be remarkablyreceptive to the unfamiliar.
But the real trial and proof of Glaucon's receptivity to the unfamiliarcomes
next. Although the lad wants the inquiry to shift to a consideration of the possibility of the best politeia, Socrates holds that the goodness of this regime in
no way depends upon its civic genesis. He reminds Glaucon that the patternof
the model city was wrought to assist the interlocutorsin comparingand choosing between the just life and the unjustlife (368c7-369a3, 472d9-e6). The merit
of such a patterndoes not depend at all upon its embodimentin an existing city.
So the genesis of this polity cannot be the one great foundational good, after
all. This one great good must be something else something with which Glaucon is even less familiar than the longed-for genesis of the best politeia. Yet,
Glaucon welcomes Socrates'reminder,even though it means letting go the very
thing for whose sake he has just bid all else farewell! This is the true mark of
his achievement of responsible detachment.Glaucon agrees with Socrates that
the civic genesis of his best polity is not the measure of its own or anything
else's goodness. He even agrees that the manner of speaking in which he and
Socrates are presently engaged attains a better grasp of the truth and so provides a measure superiorto anythingcontributedby political praxis (473al-4).
As a result, Glaucon now has no idea what will issue from the subsequentconversation. Whateverunfolds will present itself as something radically new and
perfectly unblemished by his own prejudices or preconceptions. Nevertheless,
despite its utter unfamiliarity,Glaucon is preparedto receive it welcomingly.
He is, in short, poised to learn.
No longer stuck on the genesis of the best politeia, Glaucon, with Socrates,
cherishes instead the genesis of his own ability to make a discovery (OLOL TE
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'eLg, 473a5-b3). This ability is not disconnected
yEVdWOCC eOQelV ... &yVzUT
from the preceding discussion, as Socrates indicates, for it will be directed to
the question how, in the most decisive respect, a city might come to resemble
the model polity. To discover how a city might, in the most decisive respect,
come as close as possible to the model politeia, Glaucon and Socrates find that
they must follow in the tracks of true philosophers.This may be inferred from
some of the most celebrated lines in all of Plato. For Socrates now maintains
that "unless philosophers rule as kings in cities or those now called kings genuinely and adequately engage in philosophy ... there will be no respite from
evils, dear Glaucon, for cities or, I believe, for the humanrace; nor, before then,
will thatpoliteia we have just been describing in speech ever be brought forth
to the extent possible and see the light of the sun" (473c1I-e2). Socratesis more
than willing, with Glaucon at his side, to substantiatethis claim. But to do so,
he must first distinguish whom he means by the true or genuine philosophers
475e3). So, in this next and last stage of Socrates' account
(TIOV;gb &Xr10lVOV5g,
of what his guardianshave in common, Glauconjoins in a search a searchthat
is itself a genuinely philosophical pursuit for the distinctive characterof true
philosophers.
Socrates has drawnthis high-spiritedyouth into a quest for genuine philosophy by means of his discussion of a model polity under the rule of communism. Werewe to follow the interlocutorsin their quest, we would find Socrates
setting genuine philosophers apart from others on grounds of their distinctive
receptivity to the one beauty, which cannot itself be seen or heard but which
underliesthe multitudeof beautiesthat can be seen or heard(476a9-d4, 470eI 0480a 13). Others, Socrates indicates, could not bear so much as even to hear him
speak of the existence of this one foundationalbeauty; but he numbersGlaucon
among the few who are able to be receptive to his argument (475e6-476a7,
476c2-4). Socrateshimself implies, then, that Glauconis to be numberedamong
the truly philosophical. How well Glaucon exercises this philosophical receptivity or retains it remains, of course, to be seen. But it is in no small measure thanks to the mediation of the model city, and particularly to his own
enthusiasmfor its institutionof communism,that Glauconhas been able to come
this far.

Conclusion
In no other cultureis liberty, or the preciousness of each humanbeing, which
is its basis, prized as it is in WesternCivilization. Yet, at the center of this civilization's greatest work on social and personal justice, its most celebratedphilosopherendorsescommunism.This paradoxis sharpenedby the fact thatSocrates'
endorsement of communism is itself an implication of his comparison of human beings to dogs. Socrates' bestial analogies pose an insurmountablestumbling block for sentimentalhumanists,who forget that an informedappreciation
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of what is distinctively human cannot begin by begging the question. Cheerleading is no substitute for philosophy.
It is a perpetualtestimony to Plato's greatness that the Republic does not beg
such questions. Socrates' manifest intention, in following the canine analogy, is
to provide his civic watchdogs with a nativity and rearingbefitting noble puppies. But he also indicates that he intends to consider whether such an arrangement "suits us or not." In other words, he means to follow the canine analogy
to its limits, for only at its limits will what is distinctively humanpresent itself.
Though it runs against the grain of many of our most cherishedprejudices, Socrates finds that the analogy suits humanbeings ratherwell. Among other things,
he finds that the rule of communism-directing each guardianto deem his own
both "mine and not mine"-promotes a responsible detachment conducive to
political integrity and the common good. But ultimately,Socrates and Glaucon
encounterthe limits of the canine analogy.They find in their survey of the soldiers' conduct of war that the soldiers' solidarity is not, and cannot be, based
on the simple differentiationof the familiar and the unfamiliar.Yet, they had
agreedthatthe behaviorof dogs is entirelypredicatedupon this distinction.Dogs
may indeed be said to be lovers of knowledge, and on this basis may even be
said to be philosophical. But the philosophical dog loves that which it happens
to know, not that which in principle is knowable.As a consequence, the dog is
not a lover of learning.A dog typically does not welcome, but instead barks at,
the unfamiliar good. But the case with human philosophers-even the philosophical warriorsof the model city is different. Once this is recognized, it is
possible (and necessary) to differentiatesuch men and women from lower beasts
and even from "philosophical"dogs. The latter's"love of knowledge" is, after
all, nothing more than a symptom of an excessive attachmentto the familiar.
We humanbeings are to be distinguished from brutes, then, in virtue of our capacity to disengage responsiblyfrom the merely familiar.It may be that our own
education and our own political institutions are not terribly effective in nurturing this prototypicallyhuman capacity. Perhapsno actual political community
can do any better. But the institutions of Socrates' city in speech (though they
will never arise in practice) can help us to nurtureit provided we allow ourselves to remain open to their goodness and, in this sense, take them seriously.
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